
My Adventures with Your Business

Case Studies and Success Stories from Around the World of 

Entrepreneurship – and the Frontline of Capitalism.

My business is growing businesses. I’ve been exposed to a stunning 

spectrum of elegantly simple, yet ultra-powerful ways to leverage up the 

geometry of a business – from impact points few entrepreneurs know about. 

I thought to introduce my mindset and methodologies –  it would be fun to 

take you on a “sizzle” reel of quick, self-evident examples you could 

instantly grasp and apply. Here goes…

Candy Wholesaler – They were #5 in the Beijing market when I met them. 

Using my Strategy of Preeminence (aka: a potent strategic philosophy for 

gaining preemptive/authoritative marketplace status), and through using this 

strategy, they learned that one way to grow your own business is to grow 

your client or customer’s business for them. 

The basic concept here is that there are only THREE ways to grow ANY 

business: Increase the Number of Buyers, Increase the Size of the Sale, 

and/or Increase the Frequency of Repurchase. 



Overlooked by most wholesalers is that IF, say a wholesaler only gets 17% 

of a candy store’s business – IF they help 20,000-different candy stores, and 

each doubled their candy sales, my client’s business will double too. Plus, 

since none of the other wholesalers helped the candy shops grow – my client 

got a far higher increase of the growth that the candy stores generate. 

Bottom line, my candy wholesaler catapulted to #1 and sold to Hershey’s for 

$500 million. 

By the way, although there are only three ways to grow a business, there are 

hundreds of techniques to use in each category. 

Like that one? Here’s another simple but powerful illustration…

Fashion Clothing – This client had a limited marketing budget but fabulous 

designer shawls that were sold in premier venues alongside outlets such as 

Louis Vuitton, Channel, etc. In comparison, their store was poorly staged 

and didn’t showcase their gorgeous merchandise. 



Solution: we took 1,000 different magnificent shawls from our inventory and 

approached every premium brand store that did not mandate their sales clerk 

to wear company clothes. We then lent all the saleswomen in each designer 

store a different magnificent shawl from our collection. 

Every day we rotated the shawls from one designer store to another. When 

women asked sales clerks where they got these impressive shawls, which 

happened a lot, they would get referred to my client. Result: home run!

 

Best part the hard cost of recycling inventory was a fraction of the money 

my client was losing on ineffective fashion magazine advertising. 

Driving School – This large driving training group in Tokyo had a BIG 

problem: Few people wanted to learn to drive. Not to mention, it was only a 

one-time sale, with no residual income, and half of the people never used 

their license to drive – it was merely a sign or badge of achievement. Of the 

ones that did drive, over half never even bought a car –  preferring instead to 

rent occasionally. 



My client’s cost of acquiring students was rising. The market was 

constricting and diffused. On the surface, it looked daunting. But we found 

the gold in the morass –  and it was profound!

I got the client to negotiate with car rental companies to do a Joint Venture 

at each of the client’s locations. 

The concept is simple: Driver training is a one-time, $3,000 sale. But car 

rentals can equal 20-30 yearly sales. It creates predictable streams of income 

– assets that can be sold. Better still, I advised the client not to limit their 

back-end revenue model just to their facility – but to license the relational 

relationships and model to all the other non-competitive driving schools in 

Japan. 

Do the math – my client was training 3,000 students annually. Many never 

bought cars, let alone drove. But 1/4th or 720 rented on average five times 

annually – for decades. 

Last for today, but not least: the little restaurant chain that could. 



Restaurant Chain – Here we have a delightful urban-market restaurant 

chain that wanted to penetrate a larger market for the first time. The only 

problem was that the market required purchasing full coverage media (like 

Newspaper, Radio, Etc.) This restaurant group only had one facility in the 

northern part of the city and approximately $500,000 in marketing budget – 

large for small cities but infinitesimal for a major metropolis. 

My solution? Rather than spending a single penny on advertising, we hired 

attractive men/women and gave them titles of Assistant Manager of the 

restaurant. Then we targeted key influencers near where the restaurant was 

located. Our Assistant Managers would outright state to the influencers that 

our restaurant didn’t want to wait for that influencer to come to our 

restaurant. We wanted to “buy” them and a guest of their choice a 

scrumptious lunch- or dinner-for-two – NO strings attached except that the 

influencer paid for tax and tip. 

Our reasoning to the influencer was that someone had to make the first 

investment in the other. We were confident THAT influencer would love our 

food/people/ambiance and thus constantly return and bring/refer plenty 

more. It worked! Before year-end they were tracking $5,000,000 in sales. 



And, instead of spending the full $500,000 budget on advertising that would 

be 3/4th wasted (because it hit the whole town and ¾ of the areas were 

improbable to come to the restaurant) – we only spent about half that budget 

in total on the Assistant Managers and food costs. Keep in mind, $500,000 

of advertising budget can pay the hard cost of $2,000,000 in 

dinners/lunches… 

Oh yes, many influencers brought FOUR people – not two – on their first 

complimentary visit. So, my client actually made a slight profit upfront. 

Also, we only paid money out for dinner/lunch AFTER it was used, meaning 

we didn’t pay for advertising, we only invested when we had results. 

Look forward to short and long case study tales from my worldwide 

adventures in business growth twice a week – spawning a wide swath of 

ways to think VERY differently than your competition. 


